





The Political Science Depart-
ment decided Friday to absorb
responsibility for the Legislative
Internship Program under
Professor Clyde McKee and Dean
Andrew De Rocco. This change in
responsibility will allow one course
.redit earned in the internship to
t>e put Cowards the political science
major and possibly other majors.
Prior to this decision, no credit
earned during the Legislative
Internship could be used towards a
major.
The Legislative Internship
Program, sponsored by Trinity
College, provides students with an
opportunity to work closely on a
one-on-one basis with, state
legislators. Said economics major
Mike Reiner, who participated in
the program under Senator Russull
Post last year, "The best way to
gain an understanding of the
political system is to get a feel for
politics first hand."
Within the next three weeks, an
"*"''•(sriwrtatjon meeting will be held for
former interns to discuss their
experiences with .those interested
in the program. The program is
limited to about a clo/.en students,
with priority going to the up-
•perclassmen. One needn't have a
set of prerequisite courses or be a
political science major. Said
McKee, "It's exciting when
someone is, say, a .biology or
English major .wants to participate
in politics."
"I think the program lends itself
to interesting people. We even get
students from other colleges who
come to Trinity especially for this
program, McKee added.
Included in the intern's
responsibilities, is issuing press
releases, satisfying constituent
requests, conducting constituent
polls, analyzing and doing some
research on proposed legislation,
• occasionally meeting with lobbyists
or actually testifying on behalf of
pending bills they or their legislator
feels strongly about, and even
monitoring pommittees when the
the legislator has a conflicting
committee meeting.
Supplementing the off-campus
study is a weekly seminar taught by
Professor McKee. During the
course of the seminar five to seven
formal papers are written and a
daily journal is kept. Other grading
criteria includes an evaluation
form filled out by the legislator.
A rather unusual result of the
seminar is found in a number of
research projects. For example,
last year the class put out a book
dealing with communication
between the legislators, com-
munities, and local government
leaders, ' • . •
In. odd numbered years when the
legislature is in session full time,
the internship program is also full
time and offers four credits.
However, Connecticut's General









In a recent letter to acting
President James English, a group of
departmental chairmen and
program directors voiced their
displeasure with the distribution of
"discretionary funds," in the form
of bonus payments to faculty
members last spring. •
The reason for the discontent^
among the group, according to the
Dean of the Faculty Andrew
De Rocco. was that last year an
agreement had been reached
between the faculty, administration
and trustees on the distribution of
so-called "merit payments" to
faculty members. De Rocco said that
an understanding had been
reached whereby there would be a
one year moritorium on bonus
payments to specific faculty
members .while the merit selection
procedure underwent evaluation.
De Rocco added that part of the
understanding was that any money
made available for bonus payments
1 would be evenly distributed to all
faculty members.
In a letter to the departmental
chairmen last spring, President
Lockwood explained that under
the provisions of one of the
College's foundation grants excess
income, in a year in which income
exceeds the amount necessary to
fullfill the grant, may be used, at
the discretion of the President, to
provide supplements to specific
faculty members. Hence, this
unforeseen event led to the
availability of funds.
Also in his letter, President
Lockwood stated that the selection
of the recipients involved regard
to."exceptional scholarly achieve-
ment, innovative teaching and
unusual service to the college."
It is this criterion that has Jed to
doubts among members of the
faculty as to whether the
agreement on merit payments was
not in fact broken.
The response from the
departmental chairmen and pro-
gram directors has been a strong
one. Said Gene Leach, Director
of the American Studies program
"The chairmen of the same
departments were very disturbed
that they were nott.notified about
bonuses for people in their own
department." Referring to the
agreement reached between the
faculty and administration on merit
payments, Leach said, "the
bonuses breached that agreement."
Dave Robbins, chairman of the
Math Department and author of
cant, on p. 3
by Patty Hooper
Stating that "student expression
and parental expression played a
key role," Vice President of the
College Thomas A. Smith an-
nounced that the College "has
dropped the plan to reduce the
staffing for the College Counseling
Center."
The decision to eliminate the
positon of Associate College
Counselor had" been, announced
last spring as a part of the retrench-
ment process at the College.
Acting President James F.
English^stated that although he was
not involved with the "beginning"
of the decision, "Upon
examination, it was not a good
idea." English, after speaking with
several parents, urged Smith to
reevaluate the decision. •
Smith mentioned that after the
decision had been made last spring,
the College was looking into
alternative methods of providing a
counseling service at Trinity. He
noted that one method which they
were seriously evaluating was that
ni having a "contract service" take
over the counseling activities,
According to Smith, a contract
service would provide a group of
psychologists who would serve the
school in a manner similar to that
of the present Counseling Center.
The group would be located'on the
campus, and "would in effect rent
space from the College," said
Smith. He noted that one problem
with this idea was that theTrustees
raised questions about the
"wisdom" of using College facilities
in this fashion.
Smith also stated that over
Parents' Weekend, and at the
meeting last spring of the Parent
Directors, many parents expressed
concern that a contract service
would not .be able to provide a
sufficient knowledge of the student
environment and all of the
"peculiar pressures in the academic
and residential environment. He
also noted that parents felt it "wise"
to have some kind of professional
^assistance available,
The decision not to cut back the
Center was announced on Mon-
day, October 20, following a~
weekend meeting of the Board of
Trustees. Smith noted that the
Trustee Committee on Student
Life "expressed questions and
reservations about the wisdom of
the cut," last spring and again at
the Friday meeting.
Dr. Randolph Lee, Associate
College Counselor, and the in-
dividual whose position was being
cut was "very pleased with
the decision." He feels that
having a fully staffed Counseling
Center is "important from the
point of view of the students."
Lee stated that he was also "very
'surprised" at the reversal of the
decision. Lee does intend to keep
his position at the College.
Dr. George Higgins, College
Counselor was also pleased with
the decision. He feels that the
decision to retain the Center as it
now stands is the "most cost ef-
fective" decision, A contract
service, he noted, would probably
cost the College just as much and
yet would also run the risk of
' having students' problems
misdiagnosed. —
He also said that it was in-
teresting to note that parental
pressure contributed to the
reversal of .the decision. He ex-
plained that the Counseling Center .
was started by the Parents'
Association in 1%3. 3
Dean of Students David Winer,
whose office would have picked up
some of the overflow if the
Counseling Center had been cut
back was also "very pleased with
the decision to maintain the status,,
quo," He feels that having an on-
campus Counseling Center "can
better serve the College." •
Noise Discussed at SGA Meeting
The Student Government
Association (SGA) met as usual
lasi Tuesday night in Mather
Dining.Hall under its newly elected
President and Vice-President, Jim
Pomeroy and Liz Carrigan. Issues
discussed included the Student
Coalition's proposed Student
House, noise levels on campus and
a new Preamble.
The SGA clearly established that
it would support, publicize and
help raise money for the Student
House. They encourage and will
promote community involvement
in the renovation and establish-
ment of the House since it would
provide a place for meetings,
lounges and permanent offices for
one or two student groups. At this
point, the House on New Britain
Avenue lacks sufficient facilities
for heating, plumbing and
electricity. ' • •
The Housing Advisory Com-
mittee will examine the problem of
noise levels on campus. It was
pointed out in the meeting that the
amount ot noise creates an en-
vironment in which studying
becomes difficult, It-is feared that
visitors to the College will be
astonished and put off by the
volume of noise. The SGA plans to
ask students to settle down and be
more sensitive to others.
The new Preamble particularly
stressed a need to eliminate
inefficiency - and then raise
productivity. In addition, a lack of
committment by SGA' members
was pointed out as a major
problem in the organization.
Suggestions submitted to alleviate
this concern included monthly
reports from each SGA committee
and a letter to be sent to the R.A.'s
as a means to keep in touch with
the student body.
The SGA will hold their next
weekly meeting tonight at 10:00
p.m. in the Mather Dining Hall. All





Joyce Carol Oates' Bellefleur Reviewed P-9
Sports
Trinity Football Ups Record to 5 and 1 p.12
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Announcements
Internship Opportunities Library Book Sale
Interested in an off-campus
learning experience? Want to earn
academic credit out of the
classroom? Come listen to a panel
of students discuss their ex-
periences as interns. Tuesday,
October 28th, 4:00 pm. Alumni
Lounge. Sponsored by: The In-
ternship Office.
Medical School
On Friday Evening, October 31,
at 6:30 p.m. in Alumni Lounge
(Mather Campus Center). Louis
Aronne, Class of '77, a member of
the Admissions Committee at the
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine,
will give a brief presentation on:
"The Process; of Admission to
Medical School: An Insiders
View".
Mr. Aronne's comments will
address some of the perceptions
and misconceptions concerning,
for example, the cosmetic value of
a transcript, the need for ex-
tracurricular experiences, the
importance of an interview and
other matters used' by committees
in selecting entering classes.
Ample opportunity for questions
and discussion will follow Mr.
Aronne's comments.
UNICEF
If anyone is interested in
collecting money for UNICEF on
Oct. 31st, please contact: Maura
Mclnerney, Box 249, or Jocelyn





Having trouble finding the right job
• or deciding what you want to do?
Two workshops that can help you
_ are, being offered each month by
the Career Counseling Service of
the Hartford YMCA. qall 5224183
x733 about the free meetings the
first Tuesday of every month that




Friday. October, 29, 30, 31. Library
Lobby. Sales Strictly Cash and
Carry. Sale begins Wednesday
Morning, 10:00 AM.
Foiietfs Bookstore
The Bookstore will begin
removing Christmas Term text-
books on November 3.
Brandeis Book Sale
Thousands of used books will go
on sale Wednesday evening Nov. 5
during a Special Preview at the
Brandeis Used Book Sale from
7:30-9:30 P.M. at the Westfarms
Mall Community Ropm on the
second floor. Take elevator across
from "The Movies." Preview Sale
will be $3.00 (tax deductible.) Old
fashioned prices will prevail! The
sale is the eighth sale to be
sponsored by the Greater Hartford
Chapter of the Brandeis University
National Women's Committee, and
has become a traditional com-
munity event. The Brandeis Used
Book Sale will continue Thursday
Nov. 6 - November 11, with free
admission daily. Hours will be 10
A.M. - 9 PM daily, except for
Sunday, which will be 12:00 to 5:00
P.M. All purchases are tax deduct-
ible.
According to Dr. Susan Smerd,
Vice-President for Fund-raising,
"There will be over 13,000 books of
every description - hardcovers,'
paperbacks, texts, law books,
children's books, fiction, history,
and much more, including sheet
music and records. This is our main
fund-raising event o'f the year. All
funds raised support the libraries at
Brandeis in Waltham, Mass. Come
to the Used Book Sale and discover
some of the fascinating and
unusual books we've uncovered!"
Organ Recital
Celebrated American organist
Robert Glasgow will be the next
featured guest in the Trinity
College Chapel. The program is
open to the public and there is no
admission charge.
Professor of organ at the
University of Michigan, Dr.
Glasgow is widely known to
audiences throughout this country
and abroad for. his outstanding
performances of 10th century
romantic literature. The esteem in
which he is held by his colleagues
in the field is demonstrated by the
20 invitations he has received to
perform at national and regional
conventions of the American Guild
of Organists.
Quest for Self
The third lecture in Professor
Donald Frame's series on the Quest
for the Self from Montaigne to
Camus will be presented at 8:00
p.m. on Thursday, October 30, in
the Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
Center. The lecture is entitled,
"The Self Reinstated: Voltaire for
and Against Pascal."
All Faculty
The AAUP meeting to discuss
the Economic Status of Trinity
Faculty report will be held
Wednesday, October 29th at 4 p.m.




Pollack-Eltz of the Universidad
Catolica de Andres Bello in
Caracas, Venezuela will present a
paper entitled "Ethnomedecine
and the Cult of Maria Lionza in
Venezuela" on Wednesday,
October 29 at 4:00 P.M. in
Goodwin Lounge. The meeting is
sponsored by the Intercultural
Studies Program.
Poetry Reading
P. Chase Twichell, a 1973
graduate of Trinity, will read
selections of her poetry at 1:30
p.m. on Saturday, November 1, in
Alumni Lounge, Mather Campus
Center of Trinity College. The,
event is free and open to the
public.
Ms. Twichell's poetry has been
published in The Ohio Review, and
a book of her poems, Northern
Spy, will be published by the
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spring. She has also read her poetry
over WFCR-FM, a public radio
station in Amherst, MA.
Ms. Twichell graduated from
Trinity with honors in English,
following two years on the editorial
staff of the College literary
magazine and yearbook. While an
undergraduate, she twice won the
Underwood Memorial Prize in
Poetry. In 1976, she received an
MFA from the University of Iowa
Writers1 Workshop, where she held
a teaching and writing fellowship
for two years. Currently, she is
business manager for Hampshire
Typothetae in Northampton, MA.
She was recently awarded an ar-
tist's fellowship in poetry by the




At last, the debate that was never
held. THE FIRST AND ONLY
head-to-head meeting between
Carter, Reagan and Anderson.
Trinity students representing the
three presidential candidates wil
square off in a debate only Trinity
could do. Trinity. Young
'Democrats, Trinity Republican
Club and several RA's proudly
announce the 1980 Presidential
.Candidates Debate on Wednesday,
October 29, at-9:00 p.m. in the
Washington Room. The format
includes questions from a panel
(including Jack Chatfield and
Diane Zannoni) and questions
from the audience. All questions
are most welcome. If you are
undecided about who tp vote for or
if you want to. see th&* only r«p
debate of this campaign,-1 *
to the Washington Room on
Wednesday at 9:00 p.m. You'll
never get another chance to see
Anderson, Carter and Reagan in
action again.
Study Abroad Deadline
Students tentatively or definitely
planning to study abroad during
the Trinity. Term (Spring) 1981 are
expected to have sent their ap-
plications to their prospective
programs no later than 31 October
1980. They are also expected to
have completed all arrangements
and notified the Office of Foreign
Study Advising of their definite
plans by 15 November 1980. A
special form for such notification
may be obtained in the Office,
Williams 109, after 10 November.
Information on Study
Abroad
For all who are interested in
considering study abroad for next
term or in the future, there will be a
general information meeting in Al-
umni Lounge on the following dates
and at the following times: 5 Nov-
ember 1980, Wednesday, 11:00
a.m.; 14 November 1980, Friday,
9:15 a.m.
Please obtain the blue in-
formation sheet and four atta
chments iri the Office of Foreign
Study Advising (Williams 109) if
you have not aready doen so. Each
of the meetings listed above is
identical to the others; a student
need only attend one.
Philosophy Talk
A talk will be given by Drew A.
• Hyland Professor of Philosophy
Trinity College, Hartford, on the
topic "The Stance of Play" on
Monday, November 3, 1980 at 4
O'clock pm at 70 Vernon Street.
The talk is open to the public.
Are You Musical?
Can you smile, sing or play a
would like to share them with some
folks at Hillside Manor, a home for
the mentally retarded, please
contact Maura Mclnerney , Box
249. Hillside Manor is located
onHillside Ave. (near the
McDonough Elementary School),
about 2 blocks away. The first get-
together is scheduled for the night
of November 7th.
MO-MS an hour






Permanent Centers open days,
evenings and weekends.
Low.hourly cost. Dedicated full-
time staff.
Complete TEST-n-TAPE«facinties
for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials.
Small classes taught by skilled
instructors.
Opportunity to make up missed
lessons.
Voluminous home-study materials
constantly updated by research-
ers expert in their field.
1 Opportunity to transfer to and
continue study at any ot our
over 80 centers.
GRt PSYCH ̂ GREBI^
TOL iN lV lBf lQE • EGFMG • FLEX• NDB • NLE
HARTFORD AREA
80b Silver Lane




Call Days. Eves & Weekends
(203) 568-7927
^ ^ ^ MMt other Cent,,s
TEST PREPARATION Outside NY Slate
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 CALL TOLL FREE: 8 0 0 - 2 2 3 - 1 7 8 ^




Dormitory windows reflect the coming of Halloween on Friday. photo by Dan Schlenoff
Bonus
Complaints
cont. from p. 1
the most recent letter to English
said, "People are hurt...some
faculty were so upset that they
handed back the bonuses." ,Wjth
regard to the Caucus of chairmen
and department heads Robbins
said, "We will decide later in the
semester what action should be
taken as a group."
The entire dilemna of "merit
payments" is exacerbated by the
loss of earning power of professor's
salaries everywhere and par-
ticularly at Trinity where in the last
ten years, a professor has lost
KiMfltMgfcl? and 19 percent in real
salary/This problem, and the steps
being taken to aleviate it will be the
subject of a future Tripod article.
Faculty Scholar
Carol E. Baafz, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Baatz of 22 Havenhurst
Road, West Springfield, has
been awarded the Faculty
Scholar Prize at Trinity
College.
This prize is awarded
annually by the faculty to
the sophomore who has
shown ou ts tand ing
scholarly achievement and
potential as -demonstrated
by his or her academic work
at Trinity. The prize entitles
the student to one free
course at Trinity.
Baatz, a 19,79 graduate of
West Springfield High
School, is a Coordinating
Committee member and
staff worker of the Women's
Center at Trinity. She is also
a member of AIESEC, an
organization which seeks to
promote in te rna t iona l
unders tand ing and
cooperation.
cont. from p. 1
Assembly becomes a part time
operation in even numbered years.
Therefore, the interns' hours are
reduced to twenty hours per week
and the number of course credits to
two. One of the few complaints
from former interns was that the
two-credit program was very
demanding, requiring almost as
much work as the four-credit
program with' some legislators
wanting more time than the
required twenty hours per week.
McK.ee uses a unique procedure
to pair students with legislators
which he calls "natural selection".
"I like to create a 'buyer's
market1 of legislators," he explains.
A wine and cheese party is held
where about thirty legislators are
invited to meet the students. "The
bid is made when the legislator asks
,a student to work for him or her.
The match is made when the
student accepts." One former
intern remarked that occasionally
one finds himself trapped because
the legislator failed to make clear
his responsibilities before
beginning to work.
However, for the most part,
former interns reflect the opinion
of Dave Allbin who worked for
Christine Niedermier two years
ago. "There's nothing about it I
didn't like. I'd do it again in an
instant. You meet a lot of people,
gain a lot of knowledge and skills,
and have a lot of fun." Many
former interns have kept up their
interests and are now working in
government or helping candidates
get elected.
The Legislative Internship
Program began, by accident in 1967
when McKee was asked to give a
senior seminar on state govern-
ment.' McKee was considering
direct student participation to
make the course interesting when
the Minority Leader of the House
made a request for some Trinity
students to aid his staff. In return
he allowed McKee to teach the
seminar within the capital, allowed
students to attend caucuses (not
public then), and included students
in the inside working of the
legislature.
Over the past thirteen years, the
program has grown and widely
benefited the Trinity community.
The idea behind the program is to
allow students to apply theory to
practice. For example, noted
McKee, "One girl wanted to do it
but said she wasn't interested in
either politics or government. She
had an interest in art and wanted to.
learn what was needed to advance
public support of the arts. She did
an excellent job as a lobbying
coordinator and was eventually
hired as> executive director of the
arts."
Another way the program has
served the school is by inciting a
degree of self-motivation in those
who participate. McKee noted that
over the years, participants
dissillusioned with the school and
academics, returned from the
experience much more highly
motivated and excited about
learning.
Trinity College is one of but a
few distinguished small liberal arts
colleges located in a core capital
city. It is quite logical for Trinity to
take advantages of the resources
associated with its location, noted
McKee1.
Leigh Mountford Interns as Nursery School Aide
by Kathleen C aruso
For many students at Trinity,
internships are one of the most
valuable parts of their learning
experiences. The Internship
Directory states: "An internship is
usually an independent study or
open semester, taken for academic
credit, in which a student spends a
significant number of hours
working at an agency or
organization off-campus to learn
about a specific aspect of a sub-
ject."
Each year more than 150
students vary the normal classroom
pattern by taking on an internship.
Some internships carry aqademic
credit with the work involvement
supplemented by- reading, writing
journals and research papers and
occasional*'seminars under the
direction of a faculty- member.
Others entail strictly volunteer
service in fields of possible
vacational interest. All of this can
add up to more work than a
standard course.
Alison (Leigh) Mountford, a
senior from Kennelon, New Jersey,
is one student who has taken
advantage of this program. A
psychology and sociology double
• major, interested in a career in
special education, social work or
counseling, Leigh is no stranger th
this program.
During her sophomore year, she
was the post co-ordinator for the
Big Sister program. Her job in-
volved interviewing students on
campus for this program and
meeting with families from the city
of Hartford. This year, in addition
to writing her thesis, being an R A.,
and swimming, Leigh is interning at
the Essex Street School, a portion
of the Institute of Living. She works
in the B-Nursery.
"The purpose of this nursery,
which deals with emotionally
disturbed children \ages 4-7, is to
mainstream them into the Essex
Street. School and eventually into
regular elementary schools,"
explained Leigh. Leigh's job in-
volves roughly 18 hours a week,
although most internships usually
require a minimum of 8-10. She
spends 15 hours a week with the
children themselves, including
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
classes from 8:30-12:30, and 3^
hours weekly with the psychiatric,
theraputic, and teaching staffs in
conferences and meetings.
Every 6 weeks, she is able to
partake in a discussion of a certain
child with the therapists in totality
(art, gym, speech). Thus, she is able
to more fully understand how their
special background problems
relate to their present behavior.
Leigh . stated that she is
fascinated by "being able to see
what made them like they are."
The causes of their behavioral
difficulties range from foster or
broken homes and adoption to
being fed dog food or being locked
in a closet, she.said.
Leigh finds that she had been
given a lot of responsibility in the 8-
child class which is /run by a
teacher, a teacher's aide, and
herself. She describes a typical day
as being very structured with a
sequence of 6 activities. First, there
is a one-hour period or cognitive
skills where the children learn such
concepts as their names, the let-
ters, colorSj numbers, and puzzles.
Next is a snack followed by a
self-help activity where they
practice tying shoes, buttoning,
snapping, and zippering. This is
followed by recess or gym, a music
or art session, and lunch. Emphasis
is on control, and the positive and
negative reinfocement dealing with
their socialization problem?
mainly sharing and behaving. It is a
straining job because she is con-
stantly disciplining, and it requires
lots of self-confidence and
maturity.
Leigh enjoys the close contact
with the children very much. She
describes them as: "bright, af-
fectionate, and sensitive to her.
moods and feelings." All have
average intelligence and all can
write their names but one. They
constantly shower her with hugs
and kisses, and give her papers
they've colored. She excitedly
related several funny-things-kids-
do anecdotes.
During music period one day,
the victrola was broken so the
children were asked to choose
songs to sing. One by one, such
favorites as "Old MacDonald" and
"People On The Bus" were named
until the last child had simply run
out of tunes. What did he suggest?
Pink Floyd's "Another Brick in the
Wall." On Leigh's first day on the
job, she remembers overhearing a
student explain to the principal the
reason for his misbehavior. "I'm
emotionally disturbed, I'm not
responsible for my actions" were
the words of this child, who
probably had no idea of their
meaning.
Besides the students themselves,
Lejgh spoke very highly of the
Institute of Living. She noted
especially its outstanding facilities
and the care and attention made
5iiian
student-teacher ratio. The teachers
are well-qualified and concerned,
and take as much of an interest in
the students as is legally possible.
"They integrate their school and
home life, treat the- children
normally, demand performance,
and won't settle for second best,"
Leigh remarked.
The Institue of Living also
provides many services for its
volunteers .including seminars,
continual checks to see if the
volunteer is happy, and writing
recommendations for jobs or
graduate schools,
Leigh was very enthusiastic as
she spoke of her intership as being
"the best thing I've ever done at
are
unimportant. However, the
benefits of participation in this
form of independent study are
tremendous. "College is the time to
test out new things.. It doesn't cost
money now but after graduation it
will," she noted.
Career choices are frequently
confirmed or clarified through an
internship-related to a student's
vocational interest, as in Leigh's
-case. She is now confident that she
could handle and would enjoy
special education- Being off-
campus has made her own
academic pursuit much more
meaningful. **
Leigh felt her intership also
enables her to become a more
coat, on p. 5
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Alumni Weekend: Schedule of Events
Friday, October 31
9:00 am - 5:00 pm Alumni
House Open, Refreshments - 79
Vernon Street. Campus Tours
and List of Classes available.
4:00 pm Tour of the Expanded
Trinity Library
7:00 pm Hillel Hour, Hillel
House, 30 Crescent Street
8:15 pm Student Theatre Arts
Program Production of The
Club, a musical diversion by
Eve Merriam. Austin Arts
Center
Saturday, November 1
9:00 am - 11:00 am Coffee and
Registration, Austin Arts
Center
9:00 am - noon Alumni Squash
Tournament
9:45- am - 10:30 am Group
Discussion: Curriculum Review,
An Interim Report, Moderator,
Dean Andrew DeRocco;
Panelists: The Rev. Dr. Borden
Painter, Jr. '58, Professor of
History; Ruth G. Watson '82.
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
Center
10:30 am - 11:15 am Group
Discussion: Institutional
Priorities for the '80's,
Moderator: James F. English,
Jr., Acting President. Goodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center
10:30 am Soccer Game, Varsity
and J.v. vs. Amherst
11:15 am - noon Siberia and
Mongolia, a slide lecture by Dr.
James L. West, Associate
Professor of History, who
travelled in both regions while
on sabbatical leave in 1978-
1979. Goodwin Theatre, Austin
Arts Center
11:45 am - 1:30- pm Buffet
Luncheon and Registration,
Field House, Ferris Athletic
Center
12:30 pm Presentation of
Alumni Awards, Field House,
Ferris Athletic Center
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm Women's
Center Open House










1:30 pm Football Game, Trinity
vs. Amherst
2:00 pm Vintage Film,
Cinestudio
4:00 pm - 6:00 pm Homecoming
Reception, Following Football
Game, Austin Arts Center (cash
bar)
5:00 pm Newman Mass, Crypt
Chapel
8:15 pm Student Theatre Arts
Program Production of The
Club, a musical diversion by
Eve Merriam. Austin Arts
Center
9:30 pm Concert by the Trinity
College Pipes, Washington
Room, Mather Campus Center
Sunday, November 2
10:30 am Eucharist with
Commemoration of Departed
Alumni-; Chapel
11:30 "am Coffee at the
President's Home





GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
M.B.A.
ALL MAJORS AND FIELDS INVITED
Come to our meetings to hear about our MBA and PhD Programs and to ask
any questions about the curriculum, admissions, financial aid, and career












Contact Career Counseling for sign ups.
Welcomes Trinity students







422 New Britain Ave.
Hartford, Conn. 06106
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150 Huyshope Avenue, Hartford, CT 06106
(203) 246-7491
FREE ADMISSION
13,000 Books cheap! Texts, too!
Nov.6-11 Westfarms Mall Community.Room
(take elevator across from "The Movies")
Mall Hours
Preview -„ Nov. 5 7;30- 7:30-9:30 pm
»300 donation
sponsored by
Brandies University Women's Committee
Greater Hartford Chapter Chapter
Art Exhibit, Austin Arts Center
Student Exhibition by James
Hagen, Garmany Hall, Austin
Arts Center.
College Bookstore open Friday,
October 31 - 9:00 am to 5:00
pm; Saturday, November 1 .
10:00 am to 1:00 pm
Ferris Athletic Center open
Saturday, November 1 - 9:00
am to 5:00 pm
Mountford
cont. from p. 3
active participant in the city of
Hartford and its region, and to
return a service to the community
in exchange for her education. "It's
easy to get lazy and ignore the rich
academic r resources of Hartford
when you're with people your own
age. But it's an enriching ex-
perience to meet people in the
community and it is important to
realize that life exists beyond
Vernon Street. There are many
things to do in Hartford!"
In closing, Leigh spoke very
positively of her present internship
in Child Care and Development
and would recommend the in-
tership program to anyone. The
intership is demanding. The ex
perience is not for everyone. Bui
for many Trinity students like
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Editorial ff | Impressions of a Marathon
Faculty Bonuses
Last summer sixteen professors and associate
nrofessors received merit bonuses of $1250 each. The (
bonus money was distrbuted, at President Lockwood's
discretion, from a foundation grant. Under the terms of
the grant, in any year when the income exceeds the
amount necessary to fufill the purpose of the grant, the
excess may be used to provide salary supplements'to
selected faculty. We have serious questions about the
way in which President Lockwood handled the award
of these bonuses.
It is inexcusable that the President did not consult
department chairmen and program directors before
distributing the bonuses. The President says he
"assembled a small committee" to advise him on who
should get the bonuses. Various measures of merit
were used to determine who would receive the
payments. The fact that Dr. Lockwood and his "small
committee" did not consult with the people who are
the immediate supervisors of many of those who
received bonuses is distrubing. The department
chairman and the program directors should have been
asked to provide input about members of their
departments or programs whom they felt deserved
consideration for bonuses. This lack of consultation
shows a profound lack of good judgement on the
President's part.
The bonuses also conflict with the understanding
reached between the Trustees, the President and the
faculty that no merit payments be made for a year. By
ignoring this agreement the President showed a
callous disregard for the faculty.
These facts are even more distrubing because of the
secrecy which surrounded the awarding of the
bonuses. The faculty should not have been told who
was getting the bonuses but they should have been
consulted about the methodolgy to be used in
distributing the bonuses. We realize that the grant
specified that the money was to be given at the
discretion of the President, but we also realize that if a
president is to maintain the trust and confidence of
,r4 ,̂jEa,cuJty he must.deaj with them in an open manner.
In deciding who was to get bonuses'Dr. Lockwood did
not deal with the faculty in an open manner.
We are not faulting the actual awarding of the
bonuses. What we are faulting is the way in which it
was done. Making decisions such as these is not easy.
Someone is bound to be upset when merit decisions
are made. The controversy, can be minimized if the
procedure used to make decisions of this sort is fair
and open. By not consulting the facutly about the
procedure to be used and in bypassing the department
chairman and program directors, Dr. Lockwood displayed
a brand of leadership which has understandably
alienated many members of the faculty.
A Good
Vice President Smith's recent decision to maintain
full staffing at the College'Counseling Center is to be
commended. The decision to retain the Associate
College Counselor shows a laudable sensitivity to
student needs on the part of the administration.
There is a lesson to be learned from the controversy
that surrounded last year's decision to cutback the
Counseling Center. This lesson is that admin-
istrative decisions are not unchangeable,
Student and partental pressure was an important
; -factor in the decision to maintain full staffing at the
Center. Students are not as impotent as they may
think. Protest, if carried out in an intellegent- and
reasonable manner, can make a difference.
Students are frequently critized for their apathy. This
decision is a concrete example of students
overcoming that apathy and doing something about a"
issue they care about. This is also a concrete example
of the administration being responsive to that student
concern. Wehope to see more of this in the future.
Letters Policy
The Tripod welcomes letters to the Editor. All letters
must be signed by the autW, whose name will be
withheld when requested. Letters which are in po,or
taste orlibelous will not be printed. All letters must be
typed and doeble spaced. Deadline is 5 p.m. Saturday.
by Kate Meyers
Two days ago, 16,000 runners
stared out across the Verrazano-
Narrows Bridge. I can only venture
a guess at what enters each mind —
Are my adidas tight enough? Is-my
number on straight? Do I have on
too many layers? Will I be able to
locate Junior at the corner of 79th
and 1st? — But mostly, I think that
Jhose adrenaline-pumped athletes
were thinking about something
much farther off than the end of
the bridge, something in a distant
haze, something 26 miles 385 yards
away.
The marathon is a glorious
phenomenon. Two years ago I was
lucky enough to stand on a cob-
blestone street in Boston and
observe the brave spirits that
strode on ...
They passed in front of me like
the scenery in a moving
automobile. There were thousands
of them running in the chilling rain.
Thousands of people going by, but
Letters to the Editor
I noticed each, one — each in-
dividual — struggling for
something just beyond his vision. I
stood at a point where the worst
was behind them, they had only to
keep it going for a little while
longer and the rainbow was theirs.
Myriad thoughts enter your mind
as twelve hundred pairs of running
shoes hit the pavement. The crowd
experiences a vicarious triumph.
They cheer these athletes on
because, in a sense, it is the idea
they are backing, the idea of a wil
to do something that takes 200%,
a 200% that you are not really sure
about. It is Rocky knowing that the
bell rings and he is still standing,
that he is not just another bum
from the neighborhood.
T-shirts proclaim an identity to
the marathoners , who run by,
accepting orange slices from the
little girl across the street. The mn '
from the "Mid-life Crisis Striders"
runs just behind "Jack at 46" and
"Ray from LJV." while "See Dick
Run" and Ski Cleveland"
overcome by Joe from
are
the"Organized Crime Track Club." A
tuxedoed competitor shadows a
Viking with huge long horns
protruding from his hirsute helmet.
They are all contrasting elements
in a chemical bond. People in
wheel chairs cruise by and your
vicarious triumph is multiplied. A
blind man runs with his hand on the
shoulder of a friend and it starts
you thinking.
There is something beautiful in
all of this rain and sweat and pain.
People, are helping each other and
urging one another on to do their
best. It is something to see — a
positive active feeling between
strangers. Finishing a marathon is
an accomplishment that you have
forever — a kind of proof that
maybe you are better than you
think. Witnessing a marathon
produces a lot of hope. Care and
kindness flow freely and you
realize that maybe this world is
better than you think.
Minority Viewpoint Clarified
by Cannealette Smith
In an effort to clarify the point
that I was trying to make in last
week's article in the Tripod
concerning black student's
reactions to the security alerts, let
me say firstly that it was not my
intention to generalize in my
statements. Although I found
James Moore to be a perceptive
and attentive interviewer who had
a good grasp of the issues, in
reading over it from a critical point
of view, I felt that the article's
meaning needed clarification.
Generalizing when talking about
such a sensitive issue as this would
have been ignorant on my part, to
say the least. I would have no right
to put the label "ignorant" on
anyone else but myself if I had
made such broad generalizations in
my statements about prevailing
attitudes on this campus - what I
said does not apply to everyone. I
am not reneging on my statements
however, because they are in-
dicative of not only my ob-
Financial
servations of some individuals and
many situations on this campus,
but T.C.B. members as well.
Nevertheless, I also feel that it is
necessary to be objective under the
given circumstances.
Trinity, is not surrounded by the
best neighborhood and its
inhabitants are reflective of the
values that are perpetuated in a
ghetto community and the
struggles a race of people must go
through to survive within the
realms of society. Granted, at times
I feel a sense of paranoia even
walking down the street. However,
I have learned two things that are
working in my favor in terms of
dealing with people not only here
at Trinity, but in life. For one thing,
I don't look down on those people
less fortunate than myself. Many
factors have contributed to their
present state and if; they attempt to
take something from you, it is only
because much has been taken from
the. It's a fact of life on every socio-
economic level that people try to
take advantage of one another-on
an individual basis as well as in
groups. Therefore, this situation
should be dealt with in-the same
manner as one would guard himself
or herself from harm in any other
instance-always act with caution.
Secondly, as with any other race, I
know how to distinguish class
differences, yet many times some
whites here do not recognize that
difference. Thus they generalize
and draw conclusions based on
assumptions instead of facts.
The bottqm line is, if I had made
those comments in last week's
article inclusive of • all Trinity
students, faculty and ad-
ministration, I would have been
guilty of the very thing that I
accused others within the Trinity
community of doing; generalizing
and, drawing conclusions based on
assumptions instead of facts. In my




First, thank you for the op-
portunity to commicate the latest
about the new regulations
governing student loans There is,
however, one mistake in the article
which presents a potential cause
for panic among students bound
for graduate school. The limit of
$12,500 applies only to an un-
dergraduate education. In other
words, a student may borrow $2500
a year for up to five years of un-
dergraduate work. Graduate
students may borrow $5000 a year
up to a total of $25,000 (including
loans taken out as an un-
dergraduateS). Graduate and
professional students in programs
which are "exceptionally ex-
pensive" will be allowed to borrow
more.
I would be happy to answer
specific questions about the details
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Commentary
Racism, Blacks and Trinity College
by Peter Sanchez
Racism is a problem which has
always existed and probably always
will. I do not claim to know all the
answers to the problem, but I do
know that there are ways in which
different people, are able to live
together. The problem of racism at
Trinity cannot be totally solved,
but it can be somewhat alleviated.
Many of you probalby blame the
problems of segregation and racism
here at Trinity on the blacks
themselves. There are blacks who
do not make much of an effort to
associate themselves with the white
community. These blacks present a
mystery to others, and as a result,
the white community often
surrounds them with myths and
stereotypes to quench their
curiosity and satisfy their fears.
It is also true that many blacks
deviate from the "norm" in terms
of their interests, their priorities
and the-way they go about doing
things. And I'm sure you can think
of several other convincing argu-
ments to support this claim. But
before you reach a verdict on this
matter, there are a few facts I think
you ought to know, Did you know
that there are only 13 black fresh-
men this year, 11 males and 2
females? Did you know that most
schools comparable to Trinity have
considerably more blacks than
Trinity has? Did you know that
most blacks are dissatisfied with
Trinity and many suffer varying
degrees of depression? And did you
know most blacks (not to mention
most whites) have, a limited if any
knowledge of their own history?
Do you know who Benjamin
Bannaker was? I know who George
Washington is.
These few examples represent
just a small number of the many
issues blacks are concerned with.
For a better understanding of the
situation, put yourself in the shoes
of a black Trinity student. What
would you do if you were one of
forty white -students in a
predominately black college? How
would you feel being around
people who played different music,
ate different foods, and spoke in a
different way than-~you did? How
would you feel if every police
description reminded people of
you? In what ways would you deal
with such a situation?
The administration has done
little to alleviate the situation by
bringing in black students who are
not assocfated with the black
community in terms of customs
and beliefs. Rather than adjusting -
their programs to meet the needs of
the blacks, Trinity attracts those
black students who can adjust to
their program. Fewer racial in-
cidents may be the results, but
Trinity is not dealing with the
problem of racism as it exists in the
world about us. They are running
away from the situation, and you
the students, are the ones robbed
of practical cultural experience.
This is not to say Trinity must go to
Park St. or the North End and
pluck derelicts off the street. On
the other hand there are plenty of.
qualified black students attending
inner city schools who can teach
and learn from the white/students
here at Trinity. Recently, Trinity
has not attracted such students.
The fault does not lie totally with
the administration. The student
body must share part of the
responsibility. Trinity as a whole
has not made a serious com-
mittment to minorities despite
demonstrations, letters, Tripod
articles, and verbal complaints. At
times several of our professors and
administrators have reached out to
grasp the dreams of equality and
justice, only to wake up to an
apathetic and unaware student -
body, unable or unwilling to help in
the black student's struggle.
What can you do to help? How
can a student who has little time to
do anything except study, or one
who has never had to deal with
such a problem, help alleviate
racism?
You must first get to know the
black students and understand the
problems they and other minorities
face. Knowledge of the situation is
the first step towards any solution.
You must also understand that
there is a difference in the cultures
of blacks and whites. This dif-
ference must not be treated with
contempt and hatred, but with
knowledge and respect.
Care about'what happens on
campus concerning the blacks.
And finally, be responsible enough
to do something about the
problems they encounter.
Knowledge, understanding and
respect mean nothing without the
aid of action. If you really care
about the blacks, you'll aid the
admissions office and you will do
something about the small numbers
of blacks on campus — You'll do
something abqut Security Alerts,
by giving security more accurate
descriptions. You'll be more aw,are
and you will try to do something
positive in helping to make Trinity
a better place to live for others as
well as yourself.
These are the qualities of
positive love that every human,
black or white should possess.
These are the weapons we should
use to fight any prejudice or in-
justice.
The time has come for us to deal
with racism at Trinity. No longer -
can you sit back in your castle
surrounded by dreams and illusions
of an apple pie America. No longer
should you ignore the inequalities
and realities of your fellow Trinity
Students. Stand up and be counted
with those who do what's right'
Begin to live a life worth living by
living your life for others.
"If I can help someone as I pass
along,
If I can cheer someone with a
well song,
If I can show someone he's
traveling wrong,
then my living will not be in vain.
If I can do my duty as a Christian
ought,
If I can bring salvation to a world
once wrought,
If I can teach the message as the
master taught,
then my living will not be in
vain."
Rev. Dr. MartinLuther King,
J r . •
President Carter - A Leader to Consider
byTedHartsoe
President Carter should jb>e
considered for reelection on
November 4. He has demonstrated
a gutsy determination to do what is
best for the nation. He has followed
his own principles as" well.
Consider the economy. Ob-
viously, it is not in the best shape
ever. Progress has been made
though. More Americans hold jobs
now than ever before in our
history. Even those without jobs
are not left destitute, but instead
receive unemployment insurance
funds, Most of those on welfare,
though are unable to work because
of age, handicap, or family
responsibility. These people have





At this time we would like to
extend a great big "THANK YOU"
to all the painters, carpenters,
j carpeters, movers and general
•:, workers who endured • without
\ complaint the steady stream of
., people tramping through their
work as they renovated our offices
and moved to to our new locations.
We appreciate all the times we
interrupted their work to let
visitors through to perform office
business. Thank you for a job




Secretary, Dean of Students
Kristin a B, Dow,
Director, Residential Services
MarilynP.'DeWolf,
' Secretary, Residential Services
Inflation is still a difficult
problem. Progress is apparent, as
the GNP deflator-the broadest
measure of price changes-is at its
lowest level in months if not longer,
What has been shown by the
Carter administration is restraint.
The President does not advocate a
huge inflationary tax cut, but in-
stead a very modest decrease to
ease the burden on lower middle
class taxpayers and investment
incentives to spur increased
production. '
One of the causes of these
economic problems is the energy
crises. This administration was the
first to propose to Congress a
comprehensive set of programs to
combat this problem. The
Congress passed a significant
portion of these programs, helping
to make the United States less
dependent on foreign sources of
oil. These programs have helped,
as our imports have actually
declined in the last year, and our
reserves are at their highest level in
history.
If you don't believe these are
significant: improvements in the
economy, consider two barometers
of business and international
opinion. The dollar has regained
much of its tarnished image in
overseas trading. Here at home, the
stock market is steadily advancing
as the Dow Jones is approaching
the 1000 mark for the first time in
ages. Obviously, some people have
confidence in the U.S. economy.
Some people have less, con-
fidence in this country's foreign
policyr""We must consider some
• recent accomplishments, though.
The United States has finally
recognized the People's Republic
of China, and this has let to in-
creased trade and greater
cooperation with the most
populous nation on earth. As a
consequence of this, Taiwan is
thriving as American investment
pours into that country. Of course,
we cannot forget the immeasurable
progress of the Camp David
Accord at improving relations
between Israel and Egypt and
hopefully other Middle Eastern half-century to keep us out of one.
countries. These developments •W^'.Vaii^t;.'|taffe££^*t^?S!l;!;!:^fi;:-i.
help to emphasize the i^-p^,<^;,_^Si^^^^^§^'
:tiSyt:^0^^^^
globe is no longer . Tvl^^^m^^^^0P^ye:[ been •-thP*#iilit
superpowers;' an outdated.View under other Presidents. In this
held by only a fe-w.*It is clear that regard, though we must also be
our relation with the Soviet Union prepared for war. President Carter
is important, but not the exclusion has accomplished this through
of other nations. The world is selective and necessary increases in
many-faceted now, with many the defense budget. He has not
power bases/ The Carter ad- authorized spending for such
ministration realizes this. With bondoggles as the B-l bomber,
regard to the Soviet Union,
President Carter continues the idea
of detent, but he has dealt harshly
•with that nation when it has ex-
ceeded the limits of 'international
responsibility.
He has cut the number of full-time
government employees.
.has not
Charges have been thrown back
and forth in this election about war
andpeace. Obviously, no candidate
for the presidency wants to involve
•the U.S. in a war. But, President




To look at Bern Dempsey's
article,'for what it's worth, is to
find an incomparable commentary.
Seldom has the proposition that
enlightened Statism must prevail
over it's "totally outrageous and
ignorant" critics been so well
articulated. And the attack on
Reagan's family troubles is an
entirely relevant and cogent point
that has sadly been neglected by our
more squeamish commentators. I
have nor- suggestions for
improvements in Mr. Dempsey's
essay. My only response - to his
weighty commentary, as you see,




Frugality has not been limited to
the defense budget, though. The
Carter administration has reduced
waste in the federal government,
achieved deregulation of the
airlines, railroads, and trucking.
The President has authorized a
review of all regulations in an
to pare unnecessary ones.
has set aside park land, called to?
enforcement of clean air and water
statutes, increased funding for
education. He has appointed more
women, blacks and other
minorities to Federal judgeships
and appointments than any other
President. And lest we forget, he
expanded the eligibility for low-
interest loans to students and
increased work-study funding.
Without these programs, some
Trinity students would have dif-
ficulty paying their tuition bills.
President Carter has given the
country the necessary leadership in
all these areas. He deserves your
consideration. Please vote on
November 4.
DON'T VOTE
IT ONLY ENCOURASES THEM!
C A R T E R , J A M E S PBM. 'S>
AMDffRSON . JOHN IMP.
REAgAM, ROMALD RKP. •





Fellini fans should note that La
Strada will be showing at Cine-
studio from November 2-4 (along
with an engrossing Fassbinder
film, The marrige of Maria Brann).
Those who associate Fellini with-
extravagance, bawdy humor,"or
baroque fantasy, are in a surprise.
La Strada is as stark, compelling,
and real as 8 1/2, Satyricon, or
Casanova are expansive, and fan-
tastical. It is one of Fellini's first
films (made in 1954), but undoubt-
ably one of his greatest.
l a Strada (meaning "the road")
is almost impossible to describe.
It's the story of a traveling enter-
tainer Zampano (Anthony Quinn)
and his assistant Gelsomina (giul-
ietta Masina), with an important
cameo role by a clown, but the
ŝtory doesn't say very much. The
' most amazing thing about the film
is the complexity and depth of
emotion achieved without artic-
ulation. The characters do not
communicate verbally or intel-
lectually. Gelsomina's eyes are
open expressions say more than
her words ever do. She's a simple,
childlike woman, and Zampano is a
brutal, primitive man. He makes
money by breaking chains with his
chest and he trains her as if she
were a Ettle animal. At first she is
miserable at the hands of this
- incomprehensible, cruelly insen-
sitive man. Yet eventually a tacit,
pcnatrating bond forms "between
them.
Just as the characters do not
interact intellectually, the audience
does not respond intellectually, this
film communicates on a profound
emotional level. In Fellini on
Fellini, the director explains his
intentions: "It tries to show the
supernatural and personal com-
munication between a man and a
women, who would seem by nature
to be the least likely people to
understand each other - it has, I
believe, been attacked by those
who believe only in natural and
political communication."
Fellini shows that loneliness and
isolation, our most basic human
problems, can only be overcome on
a personal basis. What does he
mean by supernatural commun-
ication? Well, it has nothing to do
with close encounters of the third




by Pam Wilton and
Michele Pagnotta
This week we tried a restaurant
just around the corner on Farming-
ton Avenue. Specializing in Greek
food, it is called Aetna, and I'd be
willing to bet that Aetna cafe
serves better food. Yes, Michele
and I finally found a one star
restaurant to review! We entered
the glorified diner car, and were
amazed to find it almost empty on a
Friday night. The atmoshere was
very quiet, being disturbed only by
the loud whirring of the overhead
jMHfr«I<Mtever, the only reason the
diner was quiet, was because no
one was there! In any case,
learning that it had been founded
in 1928, we decided to stay and
give it a whirl.
Although the service was very
friendly, and the owner more than
congenial, we felt the food was over
priced and below par. We began
our meal with a Greek antipasto
platter consisting of Feta cheese,
struffed graped leaves, black ol-
ives, and a molded cheese mixture
($3.50). It was well presented and
interesting, by -far the culinary
peak of the meal. Our entrees came
next," accompanied . by typically
stale dinner rolls and sal tines.
Michele sampled the broiled
swordfish ($6.95), our guest tried
the Moussaka ($6.25), touted as
one of the chefs recommended
dishes, and I had the shrimp
saganaki ($8.25).
The manager claimed that the
fish was fresh, but we nonetheless
had our doubts. Though it was
served piping hot and well pre-
sented, it was tough and quite
tasteless. We fared no better with
the moussaka, which our guest
assured us was heavy and bland.
As for the shrimp saganaki, it
would have been better to leave it
to the imagination. _ Though the
idea - mixing shrimp, feta cheese
and wine - was appealing, the
actualy dish, unfortunately, was
. not. The shrimp was over cooked,
the cheese bitter, and the sauce
unexciting. We ended our repast
with coffe and tea, not daring to try
anything else on the menu.
This "feast" was set in a unique
amosphere. Let it suffuce to say it's
decor combines art deco, and
typical diner furnishings. Our con-
clusions? If you'd like to go out for
some good greek food, try some-
place elsel
Halloween
Fri. Oct. 31 at Midnight








Featuring The Dance Club
The November 7 Bach's Lunch at 12:30 p.m., the Trinity College
Chapel, will be be something very new and different. Members of
the Trinity College Dance Club will be performing original dance
works choreopgraphed for the occasion. The Dance Club is a
student-run organization which performs, sponsors trips to see
dance performances, and hosts master classes. The choreographer!
for this performance are Anthony Shenton '81, who is presenting a \ j
solo and a duet, Teresa Payne '81, who is choregraphing a quartet, I
and timothy Martin '83, who is choreographing a duet. The
choreographers and three other dancers will be performing.',
Additonally, three minuets will be performed by Joseph Dimartino
'81, on harpsichord, and Timothy Martin on flute. There is no
charge for admission. :
The audience is invited to bring lunches or to purchase light
lunches and beverages at the Chapel. For students on the meal
plan, box lunches will be provided by Saga. Call the Chapel (ext.
485) before Wednesday noon with your meal plan number to reserve
a lunch.
The next Bach's Lunch program will be held on December 5
featuring Marsha Hogan, soprano, and Edward Clark on the
keyboard.
Robert Glasgow:Organ Series
The Trinity Organ Series con-
tinues with a performance by the
celebrated American organist Rob-
ert Glasgow on Friday, November 7
at 8:15 p.m. in the Trinity College
Chapel, Hartford. Dr. Glasgow,
professor of organ at the University
of Michigan, is widely known to
audiences throughout this country
and abroad for his outstanding
performances of the 19th century
romantic literature.
The esteen of his colleagues has
been demonstrated by 20 invi-
tations to perform at national and
regional convetions of the Amer-
ican Guild of Organists.
Dr. Glasgow's recital will in-
clude three sketches by Robert
Schumann, Grand Piece Sym-
phonique by Cesar Frank and The
Fantasy and Fugue on the theme
by Meyerbeer by Franz Liszt.
The program is open to the
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Book Review
by Natalie E. T. Anderson
Writing these reviews, I've begun
to feel as if I'm actually writing a
letter to the most hardcore of my
friends, which makes for less
nervousness on my part. It used to
be, at the start of the semester, that
I would agonize over my grammar
and syntax-never mind the con-
tent-in case one of my professors
chanced to run across a piece of
mine. No longer-I now realize that
only a select group of fanatics even
bother to read the front page of the
Tripod, and even fewer make it to
the second half of the paper. So it is
now a much less harrowing ex-
perience to burrow deep into my
bed on a Sunday morning and rack
my poor wee brain for sitticisms
and pertinent observations about
the weekly book.
I'haven't even gotten to men-
tioning exactly which book I'm
reviewing this time around, but I
would like to prefact its in-
troduction with a brief ex-
.planation: the only reason I opted
to review a 600-page tome is that I
knew I could escape over Open
Period (for I assert, over the
shrieks of the administration, that a
few days away from this campus is
Joyce Carol Oates' Bellefieur
equal to a month of Sundays in the
library) and peruse the volume
without the aggravating dis-
turbances which, plague ray
* room, with its Quad view. It's not
the "animal noises" which Prof.
Cooper bemoans that disturb me
(especially since he's probably \
complaining about my new Jules
and the Polar Bears album which
I've been treating my neighbors to),
it's just that every time I settle
down for a good night's sleep,
intent upon arising before the
breakfast hour in,order to get a
start on my weekly duty (I wouldn't
want to let mymeater-in numbers-
fans down), the Pub disgorges its
motley crew of die-hards and,
curiosity getting the better of me, I
must rush to the window to watch
the silly cads swing around on the
flagpole, brain themselves on the
cloisters cobblestones; and (now
that the drought of '80 is at an end)
wallow about in the mud puddles.
If you're wondering what all this
claptrap has to do with Joce C arol
Dates' Bellefleur, the answer is
Nothing. Although, if hard
pressed,I could probably draw a
parallel between the zany antics of
the extended Bellefieur family and
the goings-on at tiny Trinity. Come
to think of it, maybe there is
a resemblance; the Beleflurs meddle
about in each others' business, cling
to their past when frightened of
what the future may bring, reject
their ancestors when they seek to
assert their independence, and con-
duct themselves in a manner not un-
like that of a Trinity senior. But,
hey, I don't want to turn this page
into a thesis.
About the Bellefleurs-I believe
what Ms. Gates has in mind here is
the creation of a mish-mash of
Americana. The first American
Bellefieur, Raphael, flees France
and spawns several generations of
outrageously American offspring,
most of whom dwell in the
magnificent mansion he builds.
The focus of Bellefleur is entirely
on those members of the family
who inhabit the estate. Ms. (Dates'
family saga is definitely not
chronological-it was only during
the latter half of the book that I
began to figure out who fathered
whom, which one was whose sister,
and so on, a confusion which didn't
faze me since, thanks to a Mr.
Faulkner, I've learned to forge
ahead and worry about family trees
later.
Bellefleur is a marvelous mixture
of myth and fact and story-telling.
The chapters leap about from the
present (whenever that is) to
various points in past Bellefleur
history, introducing the reader to
all sorts of characters. I must
confess that' I'm not exactly sutr
how to take these Bellefleurs-we
meet an aunt who is a vampire; an
antisocial male who retreats to
become a mountain hermit;
Vernon, the outcast Wordworthian
poet-uncle; an aged great-uncle or
something who prefers prison to
the mansion; several children who
vanish inexplicably, or elope, or
are murdered. One sister, or aunt,
or whatever she is, marries a man
who turns into a bear; Raphael I
loses one of his sons to a haunted
room ' in the Bellefleur house;
and...oh, I can't go on, the list is
endless.
The list of eccentrics is indeed
extensive, as is the book itself, but
there's a tidy little ending which I'll
be cruel enough not to divulge;
well, or, alright, in the second to
the last chapter the entire
Bellefleur mansion and most of the
family is blown up and I honestly
don't know what to make of that-I
only finished the book yesterday
jeopardizing my eyesight to do so'
and I haven't had much time to
digest all those pages, much less to
invent an interesting theory about
why, wherefore, etc. I suppose I
could rush over the the library and
scare up a professional review of
this book, but that would be
cheating, wouldn't it, and a n y ^
I'm not getting anything for this
wretched article, not pecuniary
reimbursement or even credit,
which explains why I'm permitted
to compose such drivel and still
expect the Tripod to print ihio
one else submits much, I imagine
because very few other students
are masochistic enough to expose
their ignorance and illiteracy in
print and without recompense, and
for the names of those who ate,
merely take a gander at the bylines
and the list of editors in this paper,
Well, I've had enough of flogging
myself in public for today; I hope
this will be accepted in lieu of
attending church. Stay tuned to
this same_ channel next week for
E.L. Doctorow's latest novel,..
by Dana Anderson
The Dance Gallery, presently
residing iii Northampton,
Massachusettes, was formed in
1972 at the University of Utah and
has over the years performed in
many communities throughout the
United States. Europe, and New
Zealand. Their eclectic per-
formance was divided into four
segments. The first, "Stratas,"
opened placidly with two girls
positioned ingenuously against an
ephemeral blue background. Both
seemed enveloped in their own
worlds — the girl in the right front
swooped slowly and gracefully to
the ground while the girl behind
floated expansively, extending her
feathery yet directive gestures to
and from either side of her "air-
defined" territory. In the second
phase, the girls switched roles but
still existed in separate levels. Each
maintained space within their own
bodies, but never extended that
space to the point of en-
croachment. In the final phase, the
dynamics shifted from private,
feathery, limpid patterns to ex-
plosive, vibrant exchanges of
Dance Gallery Performance
simultaneous curves, angles, sw-
eeps, and leaps. The music shift
from mellow to bubbly, and
natural, rather than blue light
complimented the now unified
interaction between them. Their
once distinct "stratas" came
together in the bouncing, ripple-
ing, harmonious romp of this final
phase.
The second segment is quite an
antithesis to the first. "Little Black
Boxes" is extraordinarily
troublesome, variant, and jerking
as is suggested by the initial
spasmodic music. The psychotic
danceris actions are broken,
disjointed, and frantic. This man,
dressed in an all white stretch suit
covered with black and red
squaresa, triangles, and rectangles,
contorted his body into a variety of
shapes and positions each con-
taining^a separate burst of energy
generating from his scrambled
insides. His maneuvers ranged
from quick, unenncumbered,
pulsating leaps to rocking, globular
gyrations within his own body and
across the stage. His variegating
extentions, kicks, pleas, and
stretches are well-defined, yet stoic
since his face -lends emptiness,
confusion, and fear to every step.
As the light shifts to a "heavenly"
focus, his schitzopHrenic body
assumes the position of a "crucified
Jesus" and eventually, as the
vascillating music comes to a
dissolving halt, his once quick,
disturbed, aberrated body freezes
in an upside-down "V". The lights
fade out ... Little Black Boxes was
by far trie most confusing of the
four segments thematically, but
choreographically, it was the most
eye-catching, original, and exhube-
rant performance of the. evening".
As the curtain rises on "Roots
and Streams," we are touched by a
heavy, dense, purple background
immediately setting the-mood for a
melodramatic, and somewhat
sexual opening. The dancers in-
tertwined and encircled each other
in soft enveloping torso curves,
arm gestures, and leg lifts. They
circumvent one another like
wisping clouds blowing gracefully
in the wind. As the light shifts from
purple to natural, and the "tribal"
music pulsates louder and louder,
the dancers expand themselves
jubulantly to all corners of the
stage extending each movement to
its pinnacle; one stretches and
leaps to the right while the other
contracts and circles to the left, yet
that vital connection remains
unbroken. Even when they're
tubling, flouncing, and pivoting
independent of each others'
physical touch, the space between
them remains one. The final phase
brings the light back to a "spiritual"
purple and the couple" to a
mollified, peaceful halt. •
The final segment adds a touch
of avante-garde to the Dance
Company's overall production.
"It's a Long Way to Tipparary"
combines voice-overs, dialogue,
and music with a wide variety of
creeping, animal-like leaps and
jumps, unconstrained, frolicing
athletics, eerie, stiff moments of
solitude, and sauntering, angular
marches to convey the irrational,
mind-altering effects of war. The
woman with the cigar represents
the "brainwasher," "Alice" por-
trays the soldier Who inevitably -
gets sucked into - the "mad"
machine, the four dancers sym-
bolize the millions who have
already been "taken," and the
'fc
singer and T.V. viewer (I wonder
who that was?!) represent the
direct effects of war /THV*|
subliminal theme though, is burjed j?
under an aberation of distorted, !
confusing verbal statements, \
continual interruptions of wartime |
music mouthed by the singer and \
the cigar-lady, emotionaloutbursfs :j
conveyed lamintingly by Alice, mi
awkward, oscillating, fragmented j
dance sequences ranging from :
slouching, tip-toeing, pitter-
pattering footsteps to wild.
energetic, bountiful leaps in the air.
The individual dynamics are widely
incongruous, but the overall effect
is aggregate.
In short, these four segments
reflect the diverse ability of the
company as a whole and the in-
dividual talent of its performers.
Peter Schmidt, Andrea Olsen,
Chris Van Raalte, Dawn Bradley,
and Katherine Saunderson all giw
exciting performances and I would
recommend The Dance Gallery to
all persons interested in Va'
ticipating in a modern dance
concert.
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BANTAM SPORTS ARENA
Help Wanted
Anyone interested in keeping statistics or selling tickets for the
1980-81 Hockey team should contact either Nancy Lucas at 249-0118
or Coach John Dunham at 561-2006.
Fun Run
Women's Soccer Ends At 3-4-1
cont. from p. 10
it into the far right corner of the
net. Trinity continued to dominate
throughout the remainder of the
second half, showing the same
hustle and determination that they
have all season. This paid off as
Orczyk Scored once again off a long
pass from sweeper Lavery at 35:22
for the final goal of the game.
Trinity bettered their first half
effort by making twenty-Five shots
in the second half, which left them
Just short of the nice found figure of
fifty shots in one game. Orczyk led
the shooting with thirteen shots,
freshman forward^ Adrienne Mer-
jian, tried nine times and goal
scoring Hunter rounded out the top
three with eight.
The goalies for both teams are to
be commended. Kim Seaborn for
the visitors saved more than forty
shots while Sara Koeppel saved
six, not really being tested.
The Varsity Booters finished out
their season with three wins, four
losses and one tie; an improvement
over last year's 2-4 record with a
six game schedule. The Trinity
women's soccer team looks forward
to even greater growth and im-.
provement in seasons to come.
The Trinity cross-country team,
coming off their first .500 season
since 1966, will take on any and all
comers in the first Homecoming
Reunion 5-mile race and Fun Run
this Saturday. Students, faculty
and alumni should meet at the
cannons below the Quad for the
10:30 start of this informal event,
which will cover the Trinity cross-
country course. One and two mile
splits will be given, and results
sent to those who ask for them. Call
Ralph Walde (ext. 349) or Alex
Magoun (728-8675) for details.
Harriers Finish At 9-9
Women's Tennis
cont. from p. 11
oppositon. In the first round of the
consolations, they met a team from
Fitchburg State College, and came
away'with a 6-1, 6-4 win. In the
second round of the consolations,
they lost to a team from Tufts, one
of the Tufts players being their #5
singles player, with an impressive
score of 6-3, 3-6, 4-6.
The Trinity Women's Tennis"
players, as always, displayed true
dedication and determination
throughout the tournament. Coach
Kirk Cameron also displayed true
dedication to the players by coa-
ching the team through all of their
matches in the'New Englands.
cont. from p. 12
overwhelmed the Bantams as they
captured the second, third, fifth,
sixth and seventh places. Only Bob
Williams was able to break up this
pack as he finished fourth in 23:56.
Williams ran a good race despite
the fact that he has been bothered
by severe shin splints for the past
two weeks. Freshmen John Ar-
bolino (24:21) and Steve Klots
(24:24) and junior Doug Brooks
(25:47) rounded out the Trinity top
five in eighth, ninth and fourteenth
place respectively. The final score,
as expected, was 23-34 in favor of
Assumption. But the Bantams ran a
gutsy race, a race which was
actually closer than the score
indicates.
Before the Harriers even got to
Quinnipiac College on Saturday it ,
appeared as if luck would be
against them as they attempted to
even their record. First, the
weather was rainy, windy and cold.
Trinity has never run well in this
type of weather. Secondly, the
team got lost for an hour trying io
find Quinnipiac. But this was to be
the Bantams' day as they swamped,
so to speak, Quinnipiac and Clark
Heard the latest? Tech Hifi is celebrating Halloween with frighteningly low
prices on quality components and systems. You'll find a small sample of the kind of
values you can expect shown here.
-Even at Te.ch Hifi's low Halloween Celebration prices, you'll still get all of Tech
Hifi's famous guarantees. Including our 7-day moneyback guarantee and 90-day
full-credit swap.
Celebrate Halloween with great sounds. Listen to what your money can buy
Thursday through Saturday at Tech Hifi.
Bewitching sound at a budget price1 Tech Hifi's Tech Hifi's enchanting $599 system has best-
S329 system combines clean-sounding Philips selling Infinity 1500 loudspeakers, and exciting,
2930 computer-vented speakers with a popular new Kenwood KR-710 Hi-Speed receiver, and a
Hitachi 2010 stereo receiver and a belt-driven beautiful Onkyo CP-1010A turntable with an Audio-
BSR Quanta 400 turntable with automatic shutoff Technica 100E cartridge "Expensive" sound
and an ADC cartridge. % that's surprisingly affordable
1
Halloween Celebration Specials
Teac 510 cassette deck, fluoroscan meters, metal tape $299
Technics RSM-14 metal-capable cassette deck $169
JVC metal-capable cassette deck $119
Advent 1 10-inch, 2-way loudspeakers (ea) $69
Marantz 10 Mk. Ill, 10-inch, 3-way loudspeakers (ea) $59
Marantz belt-drive, auto shutoff turntable $99
Hitachi 324 belt-drive, auto shutoff turntable $99
Garrard 450 automatic single-play direct-drive turntable $129
Kenwood 4000 14 watt/channel stereo receiver ".. $109
Sound Tech 10 watt/channel stereo receiver $79
Marantz 20 watt/channel receiver, new model • $169
VISA'
Quality components at the right price.
642 Silas Deane Hgwy., Wethersfield 563-4449
Corbins Corner Shopping Center, West Hartford 521 -4330
In Connecticut NewHdven. Gmton Westport dndS'amford Stores also in New York NewJcisey.
Mabsachusetts. Rhode Island. New Hampshire Michigan and Ohio
FREE
r< UWAWAY
by a score of 27-51-57. Alex
Magoun ran his final race in his
usual strong fashion as he finished
in second place with a time of 25; 18
for the .4.9 mile course. The fresh-
man connection of John "Arbo"
Arbolino and Steve Klots provided
the winning edge for Trinity, as
they finished fourth (26:53) and
sixth (27:23) respectively. Doug
Brooks ran his finest race of the
season, finishing seventh in 27:28.
Brooks was followed by Greg
DeMarcb in eighth place (28:02)
and Matt Smith in ninth (28:10).
Bob Williams, hindered by two
weeks of not training and leg pains,
just ran out of steam as he placed
tenth.
In retrospect, the Trinity
Harriers had an extremely
satisfying season. Alex Magoun
had.a spectacular year for the
second time in a row. Fellow senior
co-captain Bob Williams had his
usual inconsistent and injury-
ridden season. The turning point in
the campaign was provided by the
strong running of freshmen John
Arbolino, Steve Klots and Greg
DeMarco. These three provided
the spark for a winning season.
They are the core of a successful
team for the future. Juniors Doug
Brooks and Matt Smith both had
an up-and-down season. They are
going to be of extreme importance
next year if the Bantams are to be
successful. Finally, Coach Ralph
Walde did his usual superlative job.
His leadership, discipline and
commitment cannot be em-
phasized enough.
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Commentary
The Head Of The Charles
by Bill Paine
There is nothing that can compare to the Head of the Charles Regatta. A mainstay of the rowing
world since it was founded by a trio of CBC (Cambridge Boat Club) members in 1965, "The Head"
combines the excitement of witnessing top rowing competitors with the accessibility of an event open
to anyone. Nowhere else will you find the Trinity Varsity Heavyweights competing in the same event as
the U.S. National Olympic Heavyweight Crew. And, nowhere else would this unusual combination
seem perfectly normal. ,
Because of the format The Head uses, there is no feeling of direct "heat to head" competition; of
course, this does not mean the crews and scullers are in any way uncompetitive. Competition is what
they came for, and most participants take it very seriously. Training for a head race is very different
from the brutal body-smashing lechniques.of the spring season, with the former emphasizing distance
and endurance work (aerobics, for those of scientific bent) and the latter mixing in more sprint and
strength exercises (anaerobics). A typical training pattern for the fall head season would consist of lots
of running, at least 15 miles a week in chunks no less than 5 miles; long half-power and
three-quarter-power rows, at least 6 miles a day; and a liberal use of "head pieces," full 3 mile
practice races rowed at full racing cadence (32 to 34 strokes per minute). Some shorter power pieces
might also be thrown in occasionally to build a strong temporary sprint ability to provide the power to
pass an overtaken boat with confidence and speed.
Speed, after all, is what The Head is all about; each boat races the clock, and is started at ten second
intervals from the boats ahead and behind. As a result, one of themost exciting aspects of The Head
for the spectators is watching the bow numbers on each boat as it goes by; a good crew will usually
pass one or two boats ahead of it, and the partisan crowd on shore can judge their favorite's
performance by how out of place that boat's bow marker is.
Certainly there were some amazing performances at this year's Head. One in particular will haunt
everyone who has done some sculling and may harbor ambitions: the V/est German sculler, G'.
Agrikola of R.V. Germcrsheim. Herr Agrikola started in the number 22 spot - when he passed the
Trinity Tent, about 500 meters before the finish, he was passing the number 10 starter. This means he
had gained about a minute over the number 10 sculler, and if they had started side by side the West
German would finish about 350 meters ahead. That is an awesome performance. As Herr Agrikola
rowed back down the return lane after the race was over, the crowd spontaneously applauded as he
passed.
Yet, there was excitement to be had in all the events, not just the Elite divisions that contained the
big name crews and scullers. Throughout the day, from 9:30 am to 4:30 pm, boats raced by
the enthusiastic spectators every ten seconds on average. Just as one was awed by the explosive raw
power of the Navy Crew (which won the Heavyweight Championship Eights), one also was impressed
by the determination and sheer guts of the unknown oarsmen and oarswomen who somehow always
were smiling with delight and exhaustion no matter where they actually placed in the race. I will never
forget the pleased expression on the face of 80 year old T. Crosby as he finished his race in the
Veterans Singles.
Mostly, one is left with a series of impressions. Here.are a few:
After the Championship Singles, one sculler was hailed by a Trinity oarsman. The sculler turned out
be an old crew-mate of his; they met in the water, the sculler was given a beer.
The crowd at the Eliot Street Bridge, the most dangerous on the course, cheered with delight as four
boats rounded the corner and headed for the two-boat-width archway. Amid screaming coxswains and
crashing oars, two of the four squeezed through with only minor confrontation, one nearly took out its
entire starboard side as oars hit the bridge abuttment, and the last, with the stroke lividly exchanging
improbable sexual instructions with the other boats, had to stop altogether until the bridge was cleared.
At the end of the day, with the sun already turning the sky various shades of purple-pink, two
exhausted lightweights lay sprawled across the lawn at Magazine Beach after having loaded the
trailers with their equipment: /
"Molly's?"
"We're there."
Women's Crew At The Charles
On Sunday, October 16, Trinity crews competed in the prestigious
Head of the Charles Regatta, commonly known as the largest
one-day sporting event in the world. The tension, the fun, the
eliteness of the event is in the air everywhere. Athletes, elite and
novice, are united in the joy and thrill of rowing" in the three mile,
curving, twisting race. Three women's boats competed in the "the
Chas"; some oarswomen competed for the first time, some for the
fourth time. The Head of the Charles is an event that must be
experienced by seeing hearing, and feeling; pain, that is. The more
one rows the Charles, the more one knows of the pain, but, alas, one
still gets in that boat and spends the next three miles in oblivion..
They wrote a song about oarsmen, you know, It goes something like
this: "For all you do, this Bud's for you." To be sure, the "second
half" of the regatta starts as soon as the boats are put away and
secured.
Now, back to the point at hand. As the reader might have
,gues.sedv-none of Twtf&f&^nto^tos&Ma^fafaBXS*
any medals. l j
of rowing. Still, the Junior Four, comprised of Sarah Henunway,
Jane Melvin, Clare Delmar, Randy Stemplerand Sue Sherrill rowed
to respectable ninth place finish in the race intended
under twenty years of age.
Trinity didn't have as much luck in the eights race however. The
• Varsity started 32nd, two places behind Trinity's " B " boat. The
"A" boat had a good first mile, easily passing Ithaca College and
the " B " boat. In the next two miles, the boat began to tire, and
consequently lost the togetherness and style that was so present
early on. The " A " boat finished a disappointing 23nd and the " B "
boat was in the 30's.
Still, regardless of how tired the boats looked as they passed the
Trinity tent, they still got a great cheer from the "happy" crowd on
the shores. More than enough to make the row, and the whole day,
worthwhile.
Due to a delay in receiving the official results, the men's crew
article will be published in next week's TRIPOD.
Women's Soccer Downs UHart 4-1
by Roberta Schorr .
The Trinity women's soccer team
finished their first varsity season
this week, beating Keene State by
a score of 3-1 and reaffirming their
dominance over cross-city rivals
the University of Hartford by
beating them for the second time
this season by a score of 4-1.
The Bantams played before a
fairly large crowd on Thursday in
what was to be senior co-captain
Pam Wilton's final game. Wilton
was at the top of her game, taking
five shots and scoring the first
Trinity j o a l off a pass from
freshman link Karen Orczyk with
only 4:36 gone in the first half.
Orczyk scored, unassisted, at 26:28
of the first half.These were the only
scores in the first half but Trinity
dominated the game, controlling
the ball for about forty minutes of
the premier stanza.
By balftime the Bantam Booters
had accumulated twenty-four shots
to UHart's 2. Goalscorer Karen
Orczyk had eight of those shots and
eight other Bantams contributed,
including co-captain sweeper Polly
Lavery who had two. Goalie Sara
Koeppel saved every shot sent her
way.
The Bantams came out with
renewed fervor in the second half
but were surprised at 1:30 of the
second half by a goal off the foot of
Hartford booter Lisa Surette on a
semi-breakway.
The Bants quickly regained their
composure and their ball control as
freshman forward Cynthia Hunterfresh an for ard ynthia unter "r • X J * » , w • - - . ' • * « . , . ",;. ' , ."^*-.**?•*
made one of her eight shots count " " ' • * - • » * ' >?r .. - vjw*.> •*. \ * ^ w * | " \ , /
at 7:31 of the second half, popping G o a l i e S a r a K o e P P e l t a l l l e d s l x w e s fa t h e U H a r t v S c t O r y
cont. on p. 9 Thursday.
photo by Fritz Merlzon
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Water Polo Gains Crucial Victory Over Amherst
With a burst of uncanny team
spirit last Friday evening, the
Trinity Water Polo team won a
crucial game against a tough
Amherst College squad- by a score
of 7-6. It was clearly a case of who
wanted the victory more, and
Trinity never let up. Both the
players in the water and on thê
bench rallied to a high level of
psych, dwarfing even the Amherst
spectators in volume.
Prior to the game, captains Len
Adam and Tick Houk were worried
that the lack of attendance during
open period would leave the Ducks
as rusty, unenthusiastic prey for
the Lord Jeffs. But the' Ducks,
much to even their own surprise,
executed their plays perfectly.
Trinity played their set offense,
without at any point having to
resort to tactics of confusion. Even
though the number of opportunities
to score was much higher than the
number of goals, the plays worked
well. The Ducks' defense, though,
eventually won the game. Trinity
held Amherst-scoreless on all of
their man-down situations, even
when Lance Choy, the goalie, was
ejected for, thirty seconds. Turn-
overs were innumerable, a key
point in the stopping of the Lord
Jeffs' offense.
This game saw the emergence of
an important asset to Trinity's
offense: John Peabody. Angry at
having failed a test, Peabody
played a more aggressive than
normal game, and was uninhibited
in using his lightening-quick shot.
Special mention should also be
given to the members of the team
who didn't get to play: Liz Bren-
Football Now 5-1 On Season
cont. from p. 12
bruising Holden trudged his way
for 59 yards on 18 carries to move
into eleventh place on the rushing
list with 1279 yards. Martin, who
completed four passes for 62 yards,
also found himself in the eleventh
spot with 1217 career yards
passing. Martin also led the game
in rushing, as he rambled for 96
' yards on 21 attempts.
Saturday," the Bants" host the
Lord Jeffs of Amherst ̂ College in a
Homecoming Day .game. The
Purple and White hold a 42-24-9
v career record over Trinity in a
series dating back Jo 1886. Last
season, Trinity traveled to Amherst,
and absorbed a 27-6 beating. Game






















Trin.-Martin, 21-96, 2 TD; Holden 18-59; Elia 9-14, 1 TD.
Coast Guard- Musselman 12-35; Beckham 12-30 1 TD.
Passing!
Trin- Martin 4-10-2, 62 yards, 1 TD.
Coast Guard-Byrum 1-3-1,4 yards; Ryba 2-7-1 18 yards.
Receiving : . -
jfai.- Reading 1-22 yards 1 TD; Holden 2-24; Samsel 1-16.
Coast Guard - Musselman 1-13, Beckham 1-4, Hurlburt 1-5.
nan, Gib Racioppi, Mike Bronzino
and John Muserlian. Their vocal
support was absolutely necessary
to the Ducks' attitude.
Moving back a few day, Trinity
participated in what was one of her
most important tournaments, at
UMass on Saturday the 18th and
Sunday the 19th. Although at that
point Trinity's chances of being
invited to the New England Cham-
pionships seemed to depend on the
outcome of the tournament, her
loss to Amherst will be obscured by
the later victory this week. That
game also proved to be a close
battle, although Trinity's play was
disorganized and lacked en-
thusiasm. Three major injuries
were suffered although recoveries
were quick. Len Adam cracked
a tooth in half, Dave Pike suffered a
scratched cornea (the second for a
Trinity player this-year), and Kyle
Parrow broke a finger. Needless to
say, the game was quite physical.
The Ducks also lost to Boston
University, whose fighting tactics
appalled Trinity. Lack of control on •.
the part of the referees allowed
underwater punching, kicking and
scratching to occur, and the Ducks
unfortunately accepted more of this
than they gave out.
In the final game of the tour-
nament, though, the Ducks were
determined not to be embarrassed.
Matched against an inexperienced
University of New Hampshire
team, the Ducks took every advan-
tage in winning 13-1. Plays could
be executed without much resis-
tance, and goals were scored.
UNH's offence lacked any kind of
discipline or organization, and the
Ducks' defense, not even up to par,
smothered pointless attempts to
score. The scoring for Trinity was
led by Kyle "La Machine" Parrow
with four goals, with Tick Houk
trailing with three.
This game proved to be valuable
in that everyone was able to play.
Because UNH's squad included
many women, Duckling star Liz
Brennan made her appearance
known by scoring an unassisted
goal. Her aggressive, clear-headed
playing will gain her more playing
time as she improves in the basic
skills of the game.
Leaving the tournament some-
what disappointed, the most recent
, victory over Amherst recharged the
Ducks" spirit. The final tournament
of the season, which will probably
decide which teams go to the New
England Championships, will be
held at UConn this Friday and
Saturday. The •attending teams will
include Trinity, UConn, Williams,
and Boston College. With one week
of hard practice ahead of theni, the
Ducks are optimistic about their
chances to do well in the
tournament. \
Women's Tennis At New Englands
Mike Elia l#35J ran for the final touchdown a* the Bantams trounced their rivals from New London.
. , , "''photo by Fnt7 Menzon
by Ellen Tattenbaum
On Friday and Saturday, October
17 and 18, six players, from the
Trinity Women's Tennis team com-
peted in the New Englands at
Amherst. The players to go to the
tournament were singles player
and captain Eileen Kern, singles
player Eleanor Knobloch, doubles
player Sue Greene and singles
player Dede Seeder as one doubles
team, and singles player Chandlee
Johnson and doubles player Leslie
Petch as another doubles team.
Of the 128 single entries, Kern
did a tremendous job in the
tournament. In the first round of
the main draw, Kern lost, playing
a tough match against the #2 player •
from Dartmouth. This placed her in
the consolations, in which she did
•an excellent job, winning a total of
five matches. Kern began the
consolations by convincingly beat-
ing a girl from UHartford 6-0, 6-1.
She continued to conquer as she
overcame a player from North-
eastern, coming from behind and
winning 2-6, 6-3, 6-0. Then she
beat a member of the URI squad
10-2, and she alsp notched victories
against players from UConn and
Providence College. These matches
moved her to the quarterfinals,
where she lost to the #3 seed of the
tournament, Dartmouth's #1 play-
er. Overall, Kern did an impressive
job in the New Englands, finishing
as one of the highest twelve
players of the tournament. This
championship proved to be a good
close to her final season.
Eleanor Knobloch had an im-
pressive win in the first round of
the main draw of the tournament,
convincingly beating a girl from the
University of New Hampshire. She
then lost to Williams' #1 player,
placing her in the consolations
where she lost to a girl from
Providence College.
Chandlee Johnson and Leslie
Petch as a doubles team beat a pair
from Fairfield University in the
preliminary round of the match
with a score of 7-6 in the third set.
They continued to win their next
match, playing quite well. Then
they were defeated by a team from
Williams comprised of their #2 and
#4 singles players. In the
consolations, they lost to a team
from Wheaton.
Dede Seeber and Sue Green, as
another doubles team, lost in the
first round of the main draw 3-6,
3-6, to a highly rated doubles squad
from Brown, comprised of their #2
and #3 singles players. They com*
peted very well against some tough
cont. on p. 9
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Sports
Varsity Football Crushes Coast Guard 25-8
Bantams Up Season Record To 5-1 With Rainy Day Win
by Robert FaJk
After jumping out to a com-
manding 25-0 haiftime lead, the
Varsity Football team coasted to its
fifth victory against one loss in
handing the C oast Guard Academy
a 25^8 drubbing. In a game played
before a sparse crowd of 500 at
rainy Jessee Field, the Bants
dropped the Cadets to a lowly 1-6.
. Defense proved, to be the key to the
victory as Trinity held the visitors
from New London to a paltry 84
total yards. The win guaranteed the
Bants a winning season, a reversal
from last year's disappointing 2-6
campaign. Coming into the Coast*
Guard confrontation, Trinity had
received 11 votes, good enough for
ninth place in _the Lambert Bowl
rankings. The Lambert Bowl, which
rates the top ten Division i l l teams
in the east, found Trinity the
highest ranked team in New
England ahead of tenth place
Tufts;
Trinity set the tone of the game
right from the opening-kick-off as
they put together a six play, 57 yard
Scoring drive, culminating in a
Peter Martin to Bob Reading
touchdown pass. A big play in the
scoring march saw Martin carry 18
yards for a first down to the Cadet
28 yard line. Two plays later,
amidst a heavy defensive rush, a
scrambling Martin unloaded his
pass which Reading snared in the
end zone. The pass proved to be
Reading's only, reception of the
game, as the inclement weather
stifled, any potential passing attack
for both teams. Following Mike
Cooke's extra point, the Cadets
found themselves trailing 7-0 with
11:59 remaining in the opening
stanza.
Left defensive end Frank Nelcoh
set up the second Trinity touch-
down as he picked of a Pete Ryba
pass'at the Bantam 20 yard line and
returned it to the 31. Following
three Trinity first downs, the Bants
received a big break when Coast
Guard was called for pass in-
terference at their own 2 yard line.
The infraction occurred on a third
and 16 play when Martin lofted a
long pass intended for Reading..
Trinity soon found the end zone
-when Martin kept the ball and
leaped across the goaline. Cooke's
kick sailed wide of the mark and
Trinity had to settle for a 13-0 lead
with two minutes reamining in the
first quarter.
Fired up by the play of the
defense, the Bantam offense came
right back on its next possession. A
Martin to Jim Samsel pass found
the Bantams in Cadet territory
once again at the 42. Five plays
later, Martin came up with a key
run when he swept the right side
and scored from 23 yards out.
Though the two point conversion
attempt failed, the Bants
nonetheless enjoyed a decisive 19-0
lead. A freak play in the 61 yard
march proved beneficial to the
Bants. On afirst and ten play from
the Coast Guard 42, Martin
scrambled his way to the Cadet 30
before coughing up the ball.
Luckily, the ball popped info the
hands of fullback Bill Holden who
was brought down at the 26. After
some deliberation, the referees
ruled that the play was a forward
lateral and assessed a five yard
penalty to the gain.
The Trinity defense continued its
. , stellar play and gave the offense
Bill Luby [#81] raises his arms in celebration after Peter Martin scores the third Trin touchdown from 23 yards out. Martin [below, #17]
passed for 62 yards while leading the team in rushing with 96 yards. photo by Fritz Merizon
good field position when it forced a
poor Coast Guard punt. Rich
Gromlich, punting from his own
29, had little chance to kick the ball
as a poor snap allowed the Trinity
rush to swarm him, Gromlich
somehow managed to boot the ball
which, unfortunately for the
Cadets, traveled backwards seven
yards. The Bantams then appeared
headed for a score when Martin
connected with Holden for an 11
yard pass only to see Holden
fumble the ball away at the Coasf
Guard five yard line.
As quickly as the Cadets had
escaped trouble on the fumble
recovery, they found themselves
with their backs to the wall again
when Mike Tucci recovered a
fumble two plays later. Mike Elia
capitalized on the ensuing play
when he plunged the necessary
yard for the score. Despite the
failure of the extra point, Trinity
headed into the locker room with a
25-0 haiftime bulge.
Coast Guard seemed determined
to score in the second half when
Jim Rendon returned the second
half kickoff 79 yards to inside the
Trinity ten. However, the Bantam
defense rose to the occasion an,d
stopped the Cadets on an at-
tempted fourth down pass from the
three yard line. Linebacker Bill
Schaufler proved to be a major
obstacle to the 'Cadets as he
stopped two running plays. '
The visitors were not to be
denied so quickly, as they received
a break in the latter stages of the
third quarter. Following a pass
interception which found Coast
Guard on the Trinity 33, the
Cadets engineered an eleven play
drive which ended in a costly
fumble by halfback Jim Beckham
on the Trinity one. Holden gave the
possession right back to the Cadets
' on the next play when he was
stripped of the ball. Beckham made
up for the turnover when he scored
from the one and Ryba added the
two-point conversion to close out
the scoring with fourteen minutes.
to play in the game.
The game was highlighted by
Holden and Martin moving up in
all-time individual statistics. The

















Harriers Trounce Quinnipiac, Clark
For Best Season Record Since 1965
by Bob Williams
Co-captains Alex Magoun and
Bob Williams have seen a lot of
changes take place in the Bantam
cross country program over the
past four years. In their freshman
year, they were confronted with a
program on its way downhill. That
year was perhaps the epitome of
the problems which had plagued
the team for the past fifteen years.
The record was a miserable 2-7
and, more importantly, no one on
the team really cared. But the
underclassmen on the squad set
two goals for the future: a winning
record and a winning attitude. Both
these goals were achieved on
Saturday as the Bantams swept a
tri-meet from Qiiinnipiac College
and Clark University. This evened
Trinity's record at 9-9 for the
season, its first .500 season since
1965! The cross country program
can now legitimately be called a
winning and established one, and a
program which can look forward to
an even better future.
On Wednesday of last week, the
team ventured to beautiful
Worcester, MPSS. to take on
Assumption College and UHart-
ford. UHart failed to show up (did
the Bantam depth scare them away
of did they just get lost?) and thus
had to forfeit the meet. The
Bantams now only had to face
Assumption as they lined up at the
starting spot on this blustery fall
day. After the first two miles, the
race belonged to Alex Magoun, as
he was victorious for the second
time in a row. He covered the 4.5
mile course in 22:57. Magoun, the
best runner Trinity has seen in a
long time, is perhaps the principle,
force behind this year's successful
season. But the Assumption deptn
cont. on p. 9
